
INTRALOX FOODSAFE MPB PORTFOLIO 
THE ONLY SOLUTION THAT ADDRESSES FOOD 
CONVEYANCE CHALLENGES FROM EVERY ANGLE

Maintaining conveyance systems in food processing is challenging. Too often, piecemeal changes are made to treat symptoms 
rather than addressing root causes. This reactive approach is costly and ineffective.

What if you could access an entire suite of modular plastic belting (MPB) products, services, and training 
that’s designed and engineered specifically to address the root causes of food conveyor challenges? 

You can. Introducing the Intralox® FoodSafe™ MPB Portfolio.

Separately, each item within the portfolio addresses a specific critical issue—such as minimizing belt edge breakage—to bring 
processors one step closer to food safety and operational excellence.

Together, these solutions form a powerful blend of products, services, and support that will transform your operations, increase 
uptime, and maximize throughput.

Whatever your food conveyor challenges may be, the Intralox FoodSafe MPB Portfolio can help set your 
facility on a course of long-term operational effectiveness, food safety, and profitability.
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For more about the Intralox FoodSafe MPB Portfolio, visit https://ilox.co/FoodSafeMPB.

A thorough, on-site assessment of your critical conveyors followed by 
a customized, interactive workshop to uncover the main source of your 
MPB food conveyor challenges and train your team how to properly 
manage conveyor systems

Comprehensive online training to grow the skill sets and knowledge 
of new and existing employees on proper conveyor maintenance, belt 
handling, and troubleshooting

Heavy-Duty Edge (HDE) 
Robust, closed-edge belting that minimizes catchpoints and reduces 
breakage risk

PK material  
A rugged, high-performance belt material that’s more impact, chemical, 
and abrasion resistant than acetal
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Conveyor Shaft Optimization  
Prevents belt damage caused by sprocket 
migration with components designed to 
maximize conveyor performance

Intralox Rod Remover  
Allows you to easily remove or insert belt 
rods without causing damage

Intralox Belt Puller 
Enables simpler, faster, and safer belt 
reinstallation in a solid metal, handheld tool

Intralox Clean Release 
Facilitates quick, easy, tool-free removal  
and installation of S800 HDE belts
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